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BY JUDY PATRICK
New York Press Association
Americans learned a lot about
government – especially that onceobscure process of impeachment – in
the past year. But over time we’ve lost
ground when it comes to understanding and embracing our democracy’s
basic values.
That loss goes a long way to explaining our political division, brutal lack of
civility in public discourse and erosion
of trust in our basic institutions.
Many people know basic events and
processes of U.S. history. We remember, from our school days, the three
branches of government, the concept
of separation of powers and how a bill
becomes a law.
But Americans themselves are increasingly saying they aren’t living up

to the democratic ideals and principles
on which our country was founded.
And fewer people see some principles,
such as freedom to peacefully protest,
as very important at all.
The fundamental value of our democracy, for example, is self-government. Yet just 62% of citizens voted in
the 2020 presidential election, turnout
considered high compared to previous
elections.
The ﬁndings are part of the Pew
Research Center’s American Trends
Panel 2020 study of U.S. democracy.
While large majorities of Americans
agree on the importance of a number
of democratic principles, the survey
found clear disagreement about how
well the country is doing living up to
those principles.
Take the freedom to protest, for

guide district decision-making. Their
presentation is traditionally a highlight
of the board’s year, as it is an opporThe Lewiston-Porter Board of Edutunity to hear directly from Lew-Port
cation met this week for an extensive
students as to their priorities – all the
work session.
more important this year with the
Before I report out on this work,
challenges we have faced.
I would like to update the commuStudent presentations included:
nity on efforts to return students to
•Rachel Del Castillo (grade 11),
campus. As discussed earlier, the
New York State Department of Health who presented on the “Challenges”
Lew-Port students face. Staying
(NYSDOH) and New York State
motivated topped the list, along with
Education Department (NYSED) are
reviewing some key elements of public learning retention. “We’re learning the
material, yes ... but are we retaining
health policy directly affecting school
the knowledge?” she asked.
operations, speciﬁcally the mandaDel Castillo outlined the challenges
tory 6 feet of distance rule in schools.
There have been no deﬁnitive changes teachers face in prioritizing elements
of the standard curriculum, and the
issued yet at the state level, and the
Niagara County Department of Health need to focus on preparing for tests
(select Regents exams will be required
conﬁrmed guidance has not been
this year) at the expense of a full curamended regarding social distancing
and/or requirements on barrier use at ricular experience. The lack of face-toface time with teachers has also made
this time.
it difﬁcult to ﬁnd help at times. She
Lewiston-Porter must maintain 6
discussed the lack of social time at
feet of distance at all times, barrier
school, and that it has made it hard to
or no barrier. That said, the district
stay close with friends. The pandemic
continues to plan multiple scenarios
has also limited opportunities for muto bring our students back full-time,
ﬁve days per week, as soon as deemed sicians and actors to perform, athletes
to compete, and extracurricular clubs
possible.
Things can change very quickly, and to meet – all contributing to a lesswhen we are able, Lewiston-Porter will satisfying high school experience.
•Sarina Singh (grade 10) presented
be prepared to safely return students
on the “Strengths.” As challenging
for greater in-person learning. We
as the past year has been, there have
remain optimistic that we will be able
been positive aspects. She said stuto do so this school year.
dents have learned independence, and
At Monday’s work session, reprethe commitment to learning on their
sentatives from the superintendent’s
own. They have had the opportunity to
student advisory council shared their
perspectives on education at Lewiston- learn about their own learning styles,
what works best for them and how
Porter during the pandemic, from the
closure on March 2020 to the present. to employ these strategies. She said
the use of technology and student/
The superintendent’s student adviteacher innovation has been a positive
sory council is a group of 50 student
aspect of the past year, and one that
leaders (grades 7-12) that meet three
times per year to share concerns with will beneﬁt both students and teachers
going forward.
Superintendent Paul Casseri and help
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“Virtual Mondays have been a positive experience. They offer teachers
a chance for full recap of learning
with the entire class,” she said of the
weekly virtual learning day in the
hybrid model. “Virtual snow days”
are also a positive, as learning can
now continue uninterrupted during
inclement weather and families can
plan those days off (now added to the
calendar as recess days).
Singh also noted the closure/current learning models has pushed
students to think and start planning
for their own studies after high school.
•Katie Kremer (grade 11) spoke to
the “Hopes” students have in terms of
the last 10 weeks of 2020-21.
“We need to strike a balance with
safety protocols and more in-person or
face-to-face time,” she stated.
Kremer said there is a speciﬁc need
for more in-person learning days to
help prepare for Advanced Placement
(AP), Regents and ﬁnal exams. She
expressed that students may beneﬁt
from retaining “Virtual Mondays”
once they are able to return to campus
full-time, providing an opportunity for
transition and echoing the positive
view students have.
She said students would like to
see musical performances resume in
the spring, noting they could move
outside. Students also want to plan for
a fuller prom and graduation experience for the Class of 2021, and a more
traditional full school year experience
for the Class of 2022. If possible, the
Class of 2021 would like to see some
of the traditional fall experiences that
had to be canceled (like the powderpuff game) rescheduled for spring.
•“Looking forward” to the 2021-22
school year, Nathan Rhoads (grade
11) discussed student priorities. He
said students are hopeful for a full
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Certainly there’s a need for reenergizing civics education for our
schoolchildren. That work has been
neglected for far too long. But adults,
too, need to work harder at understanding the past, the present and the
future of our democratic system. For
them, the best learning tool may be
the newspaper on their doorstep.
Newspapers do more than report
on the village board meeting or school
board election. Solid reporting offers
clarity. Attention to detail and truth
creates trust. The focus on community
generates mutual respect. Being a
watchdog underscores the value of
good government. By listening, we
promote dialogue. And by doing all of
this edition after edition, they slowly
fortify our democracy.

BOE hears on student challenges, hopes and goals in 2021-22
BY JODEE RIORDAN
Board of Education President
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example. The share of Americans
who say the phrase “people are free
to protest” describes the U.S. very or
somewhat well fell from 73% in 2018 to
60% in 2019, according to the survey.
The concept of free speech is easy
to love until you hear something
especially distasteful. That’s why understanding the reasons free speech
are important is necessary to give life
to the concept. Government transparency seems like a good idea until
you’re a public school teacher with
your salary posted for all to see.
Learning how a bill becomes a law
is fairly simple. Understanding the
value of hearing all sides of the debate
on that bill is more difﬁcult. Wading
through a torrent of misinformation,
spin and hyperbole is enough to make
most people walk away in frustration.
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reopening in September. This must
include a review of curriculum and assessment of learning that took place in
2020-21 centered on remediation and
review, and a focus on student socialemotional wellbeing.
Rhoads said students recommend
bringing a full-time social worker to
the middle school and high school
(one at each building). Dr. Patricia
Grupka, assistant superintendent for
administrative services, conﬁrmed
this position is planned and budgeted
for in 2021-22.
Rhoads also stressed the need to
help get students back into good
habits, explaining that sleep schedules
and use of free time are pretty lax
currently. A focus on teaching and
improving time management skills
would be important as students transition back.
He concluded with the hope to reestablish the traditional school events
that Kremer spoke of – homecoming,
powderpuff, the high school musical,
concerts, prom and graduation.
The Board of Education then had an
opportunity to ask questions and discuss with the students the key points
of their presentation. We will take the
recommendations and concerns of the
SSAC into advisement as we continue
with budget development and planning for the 2021-22 school year.
Next time, “In the Loop” will look at
budget development and planning for
a districtwide solar project as presented at Monday’s work session. You can
watch the recording of the work session on the Lew-Port website (www.
lew-port.com) or YouTube Channel.
The BOE will meet next Monday,
March 22, and we encourage you to
join us via Zoom. Meeting credentials
are posted on the Lew-Port homepage.
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